
 

 

 

 

 
 

   Improved Analytics Capacity 

  

OIG’s efforts to establish in-house the analytic capabilities previously provided by the 
 Recovery, Accountability, and Transparency Board continues to progress and produce 
 considerable results. Activities to build a team of skilled data analysts and architects 
 and implement state-of-the-art technology are ongoing. Concurrent with these 
 activities, staff analyzed voluminous data and developed a variety of summary products

 to support audits and investigations of fraud, waste, and abuse in the administration 

 of increased disaster relief resources in the wake of the 2017 hurricane season. To 
date, Congress has appropriated more than $136 billion for such disaster relief,  including over $66 billion for DHS, with the bulk of DHS funding—about $49.5 
 billion—going to the Disaster Relief Fund. 
  
 OIG’s data analytic accomplishments to-date in fiscal year 2018 include: 

   use of network and link analysis to identify potentially fraudulent disaster 

 aid-related activity; 
  adoption of data visualization techniques to provide the disaster aid-related  

information in dynamic ways to aid investigators pursuing criminal leads; 
 

  creation of an audit risk visualization pilot tool that, using data from Office of  
Management and Budget (OMB) Single Audits of state, local, and non-profit 

 
entities, can help identify control weaknesses in Federal Emergency 

 
Management Agency’s (FEMA) disaster relief spending; and 

    researching Government Accountability Office and Congressional Research 
Service reports to build an OIG Knowledge Library. 

In addition, assigned staff provided data analytic support to various OIG 

program units on more than a dozen issues, including audits of CBP’s 

biometric exit system pilot, CBP’s targeting and examination of incoming 

international mail, and FEMA’s management and distribution of disaster relief 

shipments.
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Highlights of OIG Activities and 
Accomplishments (continued) 

regulations, and guidance. With respect to senior leadership’s use of 
premium class travel, SRG found that the use generally comported with 

Federal law and regulations. The review identified two instances of non-
compliance with the Department’s processes for premium class travel; 
however, the related travel was properly justified, and the process deviations 
were quickly identified and corrected. 

SRG also conducted special reviews relating to: CBP’s use of its examination and 
summons authority under 19 U.S.C. § 1509; allegations that the Acting 
Commissioner of CBP engaged in conduct amounting to an abuse of authority and 
a gross waste of funds; and allegations that Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) senior leadership interfered with TSA’s standard disciplinary 
process to provide unusually favorable treatment to a member of senior 
management. In addition to its already-published reviews, SRG has launched 
another four reviews that are nearing completion. 

 




